INTRODUCTION
Small solar system body P/2017 S5 (hereafter "S5") was discovered by Heinze et al. (2017) on UT 2017 September 27 using the 0.5 m ATLAS survey telescope on Haleakala.
The orbit has semimajor axis a = 3.171 AU, eccentricity e = 0.313, inclination i = 11.8
• ,
giving an asteroid-like Tisserand parameter with respect to Jupiter, T J = 3.09. These orbital properties, combined with a comet-like appearance, qualify S5 as a member of the active asteroids population (Jewitt et al. 2015) . Perihelion occurred shortly before discovery on 2017-Jul-28 (DOY = 210) at distance q = 2.178 AU.
The central question about the active asteroids as a group is "what drives the observed mass loss?". The range of processes identified to date includes impact, breakup, rotational mass-shedding and the sublimation of near-surface ice. Objects in the latter category are labelled "main-belt comets" (Hsieh and Jewitt 2006) , and form a distinct sub-set of the active asteroids defined by the recurrence of their activity. In the case of S5, Novakovic (2018) reported a likely dynamical association with the Theobalda asteroid family. With mean semimajor axis a ∼ 3.175 AU, this family has a model dynamical age τ d = 7±2 Myr and is thought to have resulted from the impact-caused disruption of a 78±9 km diameter parent body (Novakovic 2010 . Asteroid 778 Theobalda itself has a diameter of ∼56 km and a geometric albedo of ∼0.08 (Mainzer et al. 2016) . The outer belt location and recent origin of the family suggest that S5 could be an ice-bearing fragment from the collision, perhaps recently activated by a separate collision with a boulder-sized projectile, although distinct evidence for this possibility remains to be found.
In this paper, we combine new high-resolution observations from the Hubble Space
Telescope with sensitive ground-based images from the Wisconsin Indiana Yale NOAO "WIYN" telescope in order to characterize the nucleus and the activity of S5.
OBSERVATIONS
Observations were taken on UT 2017 November 27 at the 3.5 meter diameter WIYN telescope, located at Kitt Peak National Observatory in Arizona. We used the One Degree Imager (ODI) camera mounted at the Nasmyth focus with a native image scale of 0.11 pixel −1 , the latter rebinned to 0.25 pixel −1 in the images presented here (Harbeck et al, 2014) . Observations were taken through the Sloan r' (central wavelength λ c = 6250Å, full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) = 1400Å) filter with 180 s integration time. Seeing was variable in the range 0.8 to 1.2 . Data reduction used the "Quickreduce" pipeline (Kotulla 2014) , and photometric calibration of the data was made with reference to the Sloan DR 14 database (Blanton et al. 2017 ).
We used the 2.4 m Hubble Space Telescope (HST) to image S5 on UT 2018 September 08. The WFC3 camera yields an image scale 0.04 pixel −1 over a field of view 162 square.
We used the F350LP filter (central wavelength λ C = 6230Å when used on a source with a sun-like spectrum and FWHM = 4758Å). In each of two consecutive orbits we obtained a sequence of five integrations each of 360 s duration, for a total on-source time of 3600 s. One of the images was severely compromised by a cosmic ray strike and we reject it from further consideration. Four additional integrations of 10 s each were obtained as a precaution against potential saturation of the nucleus. Since the nucleus was not saturated, we have not used these short integrations in the present investigation. To calibrate the photometry we assumed that, as indicated by the HST on-line Exposure Time Calculator tool (http://etc.stsci.edu/), a V = 0 magnitude solar-type source would give a count rate 4.71×10 10 s −1 .
In addition to the WIYN and HST observations, we identified an archival observation from the DECam survey taken on UT 2017 October 25. The image is a single 103 s integration through a Sloan z filter (λ c = 9097Å, FWHM = 1370Å) with an image scale 0.27 pixel −1 and seeing 0.9 FWHM. The object is readily identifiable by its appearance and by the lack of any counterpart at the same location in archival data taken at other times.
Magnitudes from WIYN and DECam were transformed from the Sloan system to Johnson-Cousins V using the relations given by Jordi et al. (2006) 
DISCUSSION

Nucleus
The HST images were registered and combined into a single deep image, shown in Figure ( 2). The FWHM of this image is θ F W HM = 0.09 ± 0.01 , consistent with the 0.08 two-pixel Nyquist image width delivered by WFC3. Accordingly, we proceed on the assumption that the measured brightness of S5 in the HST data is a measure of the albedo and cross-section of the nucleus.
The apparent magnitude determined within a 0.2 radius projected circle, with sky subtraction from a contiguous annulus extending to 4.4 outer radius, is V = 25.05±0.03
(standard error on the mean of nine measurements). With an assumed phase function parameter (i.e. G = 0.15 in the photometric system of Bowell et al. 1989) , the correction to unit heliocentric and geocentric distances and to 0 • phase angle is -6.14 magnitudes, giving absolute magnitude H = 18.91. Then, the effective scattering cross-section, C e , is given by
where p V is the geometric albedo and V = -26.74 is the apparent V magnitude of the Sun (Cayrel de Strobel 1996) . The geometric albedo of S5 is unmeasured. In its place, we adopt p V = 0.06 ± 0.02, the mean albedo of the Theobalda family asteroids (Masiero et al. 2013) . Then, substituting H = 18.91 we obtain C e = 6.5×10 5 m 2 . The radius of an equal-area circle is r e = (C e /π) 1/2 , giving r e = 450 m. The formal statistical error from the scatter in the photometry is ±3% in the cross-section and only 1.5% in the radius, but the real uncertainty is larger, non-random and difficult to specify. As a minimum estimate, we take albedos ±1σ from the Theobalda family mean, to find that the effective radius lies in the range r e = 450 +100 −60 m. Evidently, S5 is a very small body, comparable in size to the smallest of the active asteroids for which meaningful size estimates exist (Jewitt et al. 2015) . Assuming a spherical shape and ignoring rotation, the gravitational escape speed is V e = (8πGρ/3) 1/2 r e , where G = 6.67 × 10 −11 N kg −2 m 2 is the gravitational constant and ρ is the density of S5. With nominal density ρ = 1000 kg m −3 , we find V e = 0.3 m s −1 . The density and escape speed could be smaller still, if S5 retains a fragmented, internally porous and therefore less dense structure. The escape speed would also be smaller if assisted by nucleus rotation, especially near the tips of a prolate body in rotation about its minor axis.
Thus, we regard V e = 0.3 m s −1 only as a crude estimate of the escape speed from S5, perhaps accurate to within a factor of two.
To search for rotational modulation of the scattered light, we measured each of the HST images individually within the 0.2 radius aperture. The results are listed in Table   ( 2) and plotted as a function of time in Figure ( 3). Within the (considerable) photometric uncertainties, we find no evidence for rotational variation of the scattered light over the ∼ 2 hour period of observations. With no measurable lightcurve, there is no unique interpretation of the rotational state of the nucleus. As judged from the HST data alone, S5 could be rotating very slowly (period 2 hr), or could be rotationally symmetric so that the lightcurve range is very small, or its rotation pole could be fortuitously close to the line of sight, so suppressing any rotational variation. Conceivably, all of these things could be true. All we can conclude from Figure ( 3) is that the data provide no evidence for rapid rotation in S5 and so cannot be used to argue that the observed activity is related in any way to the rotational state. Later (in Section 3.2), we describe photometric variations of S5 when in the active state which might be related to nucleus rotation, albeit indirectly.
Slowly-escaping companions are thought to be a common product of asteroid rotational breakup (e.g. Boldrin et al. 2016 ) leading, eventually, to the formation of asteroid pairs (Pravec et al. 2010) . Inspection of the composite HST image shows a number of very faint objects that superficially resemble the point spread function and which differ morphologically from cosmic ray strikes (for example, at the center top edge of the frame in Figure 2 ). We considered the possibility that one or more of these might be co-moving companions to the main nucleus of S5. To test this possibility, we combined the five 360 s exposures from the first orbit into a single image and blinked them against the four 360 s exposures from the second orbit combined into another image (one image from the second orbit was rejected because of a severe cosmic ray strike). A real co-moving object should appear at the same location relative to the main nucleus in both combined images, but none of the candidates survived this simple test. We conclude that the data provide no evidence for co-moving companions to the main body.
To set a limit to the size of unseen secondary objects, we used the on-line Exposure Time Calculator to find that, in a 4×360 s integration, signal-to-noise ratio SNR = 3 is reached at magnitude V = 27.1. This underestimates the limiting magnitude (by about 0.4 magnitudes) in the full nine-image combined frame, but provides a useful, conservative limit to the possible brightness of any companion object. The corresponding limiting absolute magnitude is H > 21.0 and, by Equation (1), the upper limit to the radius is r e < 170 m (geometric albedo p V = 0.06 assumed).
Dust
We measured the images of S5 in the active state from UT 2017 October and November using a circular aperture of fixed projected radius 25,000 km, so as to be sure that we are comparing the same volume around the nucleus on these dates. Sky subtraction was determined from the median signal in concentric annuli with radii 100 pixels larger than the photometry apertures, in each case. The resulting magnitudes are listed in Table ( 3),
where it may be seen that the apparent magnitude faded by ∼0.4 magnitudes from 2017
October to November, but the absolute magnitude brightened by ∼0.4 magnitudes, showing the continued ejection of dust. Both absolute magnitudes in the active state are brighter than the nucleus H = 18.91 by 4 magnitudes, showing that 95% of the cross-section in late 2017 was contributed by dust. We also determined absolute magnitudes from the photometry by Borysenko et al. (2019) . From their data we find H =14.9 on UT 2017
September 29 and H = 15.3 on November 11. These values are systematically fainter than in our data, presumably because these authors used smaller, fixed angle apertures of 10 radius.
The spatial distribution of dust in the WIYN and DECam images offers clues about the properties of the ejected dust. We used the WIYN and DECam images to constrain the particle properties in S5 using the three dimensional dust dynamics model described by Ishiguro et al. (2007) and used in Hsieh et al. (2009) . While this model is observationally under-constrained and therefore non-unique, it serves to provide a consistent and physically informative description of the dust properties in a comet. We assumed that the ejected particles follow a differential power law size distribution, with index q = -3.5. The ejection speed was assumed to obey V = V 0 β u1 r
−u2
H , with V 0 = 30 m s −1 , u1 = 0.5, u2 = 0.5 and r H expressed in AU. The choice of parameters was guided, in part, by prior application of this model to active asteroids (e.g. Hsieh et al. 2009 ) and by particle speed measurements at 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko (Della-Corte et al. 2016) . Here, β is the ratio of the acceleration due to radiation pressure to the local acceleration due to the gravity of the Sun. It is inversely related to the product ρa (where ρ is the dust grain density) and numerically, for dielectric spheres, is approximately equal to the inverse of the particle radius expressed in microns, β ∼ a −1
µm . The V ∝ β 1/2 functional form is applicable to particle ejection by gas drag in the absence of cohesion. We also assumed that dust particles are ejected symmetrically with respect to the Sun-comet axis in a cone-shape distribution with half-opening angle w = 30
• .
With these model parameters, we find from the WIYN and DECam images plausible image-plane solutions for 10 −4 ≤ β ≤ 10 −2 (although solutions with 10 −3 ≤ β ≤ 10 (Jewitt et al. 2014) and also indicating that the gas flux is very weak.
The best-fit parameters from the dust model, when combined with the photometry, yield an estimate of the mass production rate. Table ( 3) shows that the cross-section increased by ∆C e ∼ 16±9 km 2 between UT 2017 October 25 and November 27, an interval of τ = 3 × 10 6 s. In a collection of spheres, the cross-section and the mass are related by ∆M d ∼ ρa∆C e , where a is the mean dust grain radius weighted by the size distribution.
We take ρ = 1000 kg m −3 and set a = (a 0 a 1 ) 1/2 giving a = 10 −3 m. Then, the implied average dust mass loss rate from the nucleus in this interval was dM d /dt ∼ 5±3 kg s −1 . This is strictly a measure of the difference between the rates of production of dust and loss through the outer edge of the photometry aperture, and so constitutes a practical lower limit to the true production rate from the nucleus. Nevertheless, the derived rate is very comparable to the mass loss rates inferred in other active asteroids using dust photometry (Jewitt et al. 2015) . Most interestingly, the low-speed ejection of large particles, the few kg s −1 mass-loss rate and the ∼10 2 day duration of activity are similar to these quantities measured in the dynamically related, sub-kilometer split active asteroid P/2016 J1-A, J1-B (Moreno et al. 2017 , Hui et al. 2017 ).
If activity had stopped soon after the WIYN observation on UT 2017 November 27
(true anomaly ν = 41 • ), particles with β 3 × 10 −4 (i.e. a 3 mm), would be accelerated beyond the field of view of the HST data, explaining their absence.
We also searched the WIYN data for evidence of time-dependent photometric variations. We find that, over the ∼3.6 hour observing interval, S5 does vary by an amount larger than field stars of comparable brightness ( Figure 6 ). For example, the standard deviation on the mean of the S5 measurements in the Figure is 1σ =8.6 milli-magnitudes (mmag) from 31 images, while that of the field star (and other stars nearby of similar brightness) is 1σ =1.7 mmag (34 images). We considered the possibility that the variation in S5 might be caused by its motion across unseen, fixed background objects. However, with instantaneous non-sidereal angular rates of 23 hour −1 in the WIYN data, the time for a source to cross the full 6 diameter of the photometry aperture is only ∼ 1/4 hr, whereas the structures in Figure ( 6) have a timescale ∼1 hour. Therefore, we are inclined to believe that the variations are real, although of small range (peak-to-valley ∼0.07 magnitudes).
A phase dispersion minimization estimate of the period in the S5 data gives a best-fit peak-to-peak period P L = 1.44 hours. Given the absolute magnitude of the nucleus determined from HST data at large r H (Table 3) , the nucleus contribution to the WIYN magnitudes in Figure (6 ) is only 5%. Therefore, the variations in the WIYN photometry cannot be uniquely reflective of the shape of the underlying nucleus (which, if it were the case, would indicate a rotational period 2P L = 2.88 hour, because of rotational symmetry).
Instead, it is more likely that the variations are produced indirectly, perhaps by periodic illumination of an active region on a nucleus rotating at period P L . Whether the period is P or 2P , however, the WIYN data raise the possibility that S5 is rotating close to rotational instability. For example, rotation with a (2 hour) period similar to that of S5 is implicated in the fragmentation of the <275 m radius nucleus of 332P/Ikeya-Murakami (Jewitt et al. 2016) . Pending the acquisition of better photometry needed to confirm that the variations in Figure ( 6) are periodic, however, we leave open the role of rotation in affecting the activity of S5.
Mechanisms
The distribution of the dust bears no simple relation to any of the synchrones plotted in Figure ( 4), and so is inconsistent with impulsive ejection. For example, while the 120 and 150 day isochrones approximately match the position angle of the tail to the west of the nucleus, they leave the (evidently much younger) dust to the east unexplained. Conversely, the dust to the east is well-matched by the 30 and 60 day isochrones, but these do not fit the long tail to the west. Evidently, emission over a long period is required to account for the observed spatial distribution of the dust. On this basis, we discount the possibility that activity in S5 could be caused by a sudden ejection of dust of the type expected from an impact.
On the other hand, long-duration dust emission can be most naturally explained by sublimation, which we identify as the leading candidate for the dust emission mechanism in S5. We solved the energy balance equation (neglecting conduction) to find that, at r H = 2.3 AU, the mass flux from an exposed water ice surface sublimating in equilibrium with sunlight varies from f s = 3 × 10 −6 kg m −2 s −1 at the isothermal temperature (T = 175 K)
to f s = 6 × 10 −5 kg m −2 at the subsolar point (T = 192 K). Therefore, a production rate of ∼5 kg s −1 could be supplied by sublimation from exposed ice covering only ∼0.1 km 2 near the maximum possible temperatures at the subsolar point, rising to 1.5 km 2 if the ice is globally distributed and isothermal. For reference, the total surface of a 0.45 km radius sphere is 2.5 km 2 , so that the active fraction for sub-solar sublimation is f A ∼ 0.04, rising to f A ∼ 0.6 in the isothermal case. The former would be typical of the nuclei of short-period comets while the latter would be unusually (but not uniquely) large (A'Hearn et al. 1995).
We also note that the osculating eccentricity of S5 is currently near a maximum, and the perihelion near a minimum, so raising the prospect of enhanced sublimation, following the alignment effect noted by Kim et al. (2018) .
At the above specific sublimation rates, the time needed for ice to sublimate over a distance comparable to the nucleus radius, r e , is τ = r e ρ/(f s f t ), where ρ = 1000 kg m −3
is the assumed density and f t is the fraction of each orbit spent in the active state. For example if, as our data suggest, S5 is active for ∼0.5 year in each ∼5 year orbit, we have f t ∼ 0.1. Substituting, we find 7.5×10 10 ≤ τ ≤ 1.5 × 10 12 s (roughly a few 10 3 to a few 10 4 years). These timescales are very short compared to the 7±2 Myr dynamical lifetime of the Theobalda family (Novakovic 2018) showing that, as in active asteroids generally, the activity must be transient. The upper limit to the rate of recession of a sublimating ice surface at the subsolar point is f s /ρ 10 −7 m s −1 . Over the ∆t ∼ 150 days of activity, an ice thickness f s ∆t/(ρ) 0.8 m could be lost. By r H = 3.156 AU, the distance of S5 in the HST observations, the subsolar sublimation rate would fall to 1.4×10 −5 kg m −2 s −1 , only 5× smaller than at perihelion and still capable of generating a detectable coma. Isothermal sublimation falls faster (by a factor ∼100) over the same distance range. The absence of coma at r H = 3.156 AU could indicate that the ice is sublimating through a thin, refractory surface crust, so that its temperature and sublimation flux are lower than would be the case if the ice were exposed at the surface. This would also naturally account for a steep r H dependence of the sublimation mass flux. Shadowing on the nucleus, caused by surface topography and the changing illumination geometry (e.g. the true anomaly changed by ∼60
• , c.f. Table 1 ), could also be responsible.
The conduction timescale for a body of radius r e is τ c = r , which is small even compared to the thermal diffusivity of the Lunar regolith. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that even the core of S5 has equilibrated to a temperature determined by its orbit, whatever its initial value.
We estimate core temperature T ∼ 156 K, at which water ice could remain stable for the dynamical age of the Theobalda family.
Two other active asteroids, the recently-split pair P/2016 J1-A, J1-B, may also be members of the Theobalda family , Novakovic 2018 . Physically, the two components of P/2016 J1 resemble S5 in that they are small (sub-kilometer) bodies, which ejected large dust particles (a 100 µm) for hundreds of days, starting before perihelion.
Production rates, 1 kg s −1 , and ejection speeds, ∼0.5 m s −1 , were also comparable (Moreno et al. 2017 , Hui et al. 2017 . A plausible interpretation is that S5 is another fragment of the Theobalda parent body that has been able to retain sub-surface ice since the disruption event and which was recently triggered either by a small impact, a landslide or another surface instability. This interpretation is eminently testable; if ice is responsible then all three objects should reactivate at their next perihelia, expected 2022.2 for P/2016
J1-A and J1-B, and in 2023.3 for S5.
As noted above, oscillations in the brightness of S5 determined from the WIYN data ( Figure 6 ) suggest rapid nucleus rotation. Future observations should target the potential role of rotation in the three bodies, all of which are small enough that mass-loss torques are easily capable of accelerating the spin. For example, Equation (3) of Jewitt et al. 2016 gives an e-folding spin-up timescale of only τ s 10 3 years for r n = 450 m, mass loss rate dM/dt = 5 kg s −1 , moment arm k T = 0.005 and period P = 1.4 hours. Regardless of the uncertainties in the adopted parameters, τ s is very small compared to the Theobalda family age, τ d = 7 ± 2 Myr. Indeed, the survival of S5 against rotational break-up for a time τ d requires that the body be largely inactive, with a duty ("on/off" ratio) cycle τ s /τ d 10 −4 .
Other members of the Theobalda family should also be examined for evidence of rapid rotation and sublimation-driven mass loss. 5. The available data are consistent with P/2017 S5 being an ice-containing main-belt comet, sharing both physical and dynamical similarities with the split active asteroid pair P/2016 J1-A and J1-B.
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